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Introduction

The most recent changes to U.S. copyright rules driven 
by the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) 
became effective on December 1, 2016. However, a con-
siderable time after the effective date, many companies 
have yet to fully comply with the rules outlined in 37 
C.F.R. § 201.38 and 17 U.S.C. § 512. Companies should 
review the new and existing rules to ensure that they are 
in compliance.

Users of online service provider (OSP) platforms often 
post copyrighted materials to their accounts. There are 
rules that OSPs must follow in order to be shielded from 
liability when users post copyrighted material to the 
OSPs’ platforms. If  OSPs comply with the rules, they can 
escape liability by relying on the safe harbor provision 
in the DMCA. While additional requirements for host-
ing OSPs (e.g., Facebook or YouTube) and linking OSPs 
(e.g., Google Search) include notice and takedown and 
designating a copyright agent, all OSPs need to comply 
with the following requirements: (1) have a policy for 
terminating repeat infringers, (2) inform subscribers and 
account holders of the policy, and (3) reasonably imple-
ment the policy.

Three rules associated with these requirements are 
recurring issues not being addressed by OSPs:

1. OSPs must provide the Copyright Office with their 
full legal name, physical street address, and any alter-
nate names affiliated with the platform.

2. OSPs must register a designated agent to receive 
copyright infringement notices. The rules require 
that the agent’s full name, address, phone number, 
and email be publicly accessible on the OSP’s web-
site and that the identical information be provided 
to the Copyright Office for display in its DMCA 
directory.

3. OSPs must write, post, and implement a repeat 
infringer policy to govern the takedown process for 
users who recurrently post copyrighted materials.

As simple as these requirements are, many OSPs are 
not in compliance. Courts have found alternate OSP 
names inadequate. Moreover, contact information for 
designated agents is not identical on the OSP’s and 
Copyright Office’s websites. In some cases, the agent’s 
contact information provided by the OSP lacks any por-
tion of  the four requirements. In other cases, it is dif-
ficult to find the contact information for the designated 
agent at all on the OSP website. Some OSPs have simply 
not appointed an agent to the Copyright Office. Courts 
have found OSPs ineligible for safe harbor because of 
these discrepancies.

Designated Agent Issues
Alternate Names

In 2015, the U.S. District Court for the Southern 
District of New York found Hollywood Fan Sites LLC 
(HFS) ineligible for safe harbor against a copyright claim 
brought by copyright holder BWP Media.1 Hollywood 
Fan Sites failed to list a designated agent and instead 
attempted to rely on a designation provided by its par-
ent entity, Hollywood.com. The court found that the 
Hollywood.com designation did not suffice because there 
was nothing in the parent designation that would suggest 
Hollywood.com used HFS as an alternative name. The 
court further suggested, as 37 C.F.R. § 201.38 stipulates, 
that a single designation may not cover corporate par-
ents and subsidiaries that are considered separate service 
providers.

The court reasoned that copyright holders should not 
face difficulty identifying the correct DMCA agent. The 
court found that 17 U.S.C. § 512 did not shield provid-
ers whose entity is not in the Copyright Office directory, 
because parties searching for a provider’s DMCA agent 
designation should not be expected to know the provider’s 
corporate structure. Moreover, the court reiterated that 
the mandate of parallel contact information was clear. 
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So, even though BWP was able to get in contact with 
HFS using the contact information on the HFS website 
and HFS subsequently took down the copyrighted mate-
rial, HFS still had not complied with the provisions for 
safe harbor by submitting parallel contact information to 
the Copyright Office.

Nonidentical Agent Contact 
Information: What Is Substantial 
Compliance?

In BWP Media USA, Inc. v. Hollywood Fan Sites LLC, 
HFS was not protected from liability under the DMCA 
safe harbor provision because the court found it had no 
designated agent listed with the Copyright Office. At least 
three other OSPs were found ineligible for DMCA pro-
tection in California district courts for this very reason.2 
Additionally, in Disney Enterprises, Inc. v. Hotfile Corp., 
Hotfile had designated an agent, but the court found that, 
the OSP could not receive safe harbor because, among 
other disqualifications, it did not list a physical address 
for its designated agent.3 These courts held strictly to 
what is required of OSPs by the DMCA.

Still, other courts have shown more leniency. In Wolk 
v. Kodak Imaging Network, Inc., the same court that 
decided BWP v. HFS found that Photobucket had sub-
stantially complied with providing contact information 
for a designated agent even though it lacked a name and 
phone number.4 Despite having only the physical address 
and e-mail for the designated agent, the court found that 
Photobucket “substantially complied” with the DMCA 
statute and therefore received the protections it provides. 
Even more tolerant of incomplete compliance, in BWP 
Media USA, Inc. v. T & S Software Associates Inc., the 
Fifth Circuit held that T & S Software was not liable for 
copyright infringement even though it never designated 
an agent, because it promptly removed BWP Media’s 
copyrighted images when it became aware of them.5

These mixed opinions tell us that across the board, the 
case law is largely unsettled regarding what level of com-
pliance is sufficient. One thing is for sure though—any-
thing less than strict compliance risks liability.

Compliance with Notice and 
Takedown Provisions of the 
DMCA

In 17 U.S.C. § 512, subsections (c) and (d), special notice 
and takedown provisions are outlined for OSPs that host 
copyrighted materials on their platform or contain links 
to copyrighted material on their platforms, respectively. 

If  these particular OSPs comply with the notice and take-
down provisions, then copyright holders’ claims will likely 
fail. The provisions include (1) not benefiting financially 
from the alleged infringement, (2) not having actual or 
red flag knowledge of infringements, (3) quickly remov-
ing known infringements, and (4) writing, adopting, post-
ing on its website and reasonably implementing a repeat 
infringer policy.6 Particularly, copyright holders find the 
most room for litigation on the second and fourth issues.

Knowledge
To receive safe harbor, a defendant must be unaware of 

any facts or circumstances that make it apparent that a 
user is using its system to infringe on copyrights. This 
means a defendant will need to show it lacked both 
actual and red flag knowledge of the infringement. 
Having actual knowledge turns on whether the provider 
subjectively knows of specific infringements, while hav-
ing red flag knowledge “turns on whether the provider 
was subjectively aware of facts that would [make] specific 
infringement[s] ‘objectively’ obvious to a reasonable per-
son.”7 Liability under this factor is limited in that OSPs 
are not required to monitor or affirmatively seek out 
infringing activity. Nor are they required to act on a gen-
eral knowledge that rampant infringement takes place 
on their platform. Having a general knowledge of these 
activities will not disqualify an OSP from protection, 
whereas a specific knowledge with no remedial response 
will.

In Disney Enterprises, the court found that Hotfile 
had actual or red flag knowledge of the infringement. 
Thus, Hotfile was forced to assume vicarious copyright 
infringement liability. Likewise, in Columbia Pictures 
Industries, Inc. v. Fung, the court found that Fung had 
red flag knowledge of infringement. The court held that 
Columbia Pictures proved Fung’s inducement liability.

Repeat Infringer Policies

Another issue commonly examined by courts to deter-
mine infringement liability is repeat infringer policies. 
Recent cases highlight that noncompliance with this 
requirement can be fatal to the OSP’s case. Often, the 
same users, whether under different usernames or the 
same username, repeatedly post copyrighted materials 
on the OSP’s platform. By “adopt[ing] and reasonably 
implement[ing]” a repeat infringer policy, OSPs could 
avoid secondary liabilities.8 In Mavrix Photographs LLC 
v. Sandra Rose LLC, the Central District of California 
looked for these policies to provide for termination 
of subscribers and account holders who were repeat 
infringers.9 Summary judgment was granted to Mavrix 
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Photographs when the court found no evidence of a pol-
icy of this sort. Similarly, in Disney Enterprises, Hotfile 
was found ineligible for safe harbor and ultimately liable 
for vicarious copyright infringement because it failed 
to bar repeat infringers. In a similar case, OSP Grande 
Communications Network LLC was denied safe harbor 
because the company failed to act in the face of ongoing 
infringement by its subscribers.10

Some courts have been more lenient. The Ninth Circuit 
in Ventura Content, Ltd. v. Motherless, Inc. allowed web-
site operator Motherless to avail itself of DMCA safe har-
bor.11 Motherless did not have an extensive written repeat 
infringer policy but was found to have safe harbor because 
the operator monitored and deleted thousands of infring-
ing accounts and enforced Motherless’ limited policy.

Protection from Additional 
Liabilities

Once a company is found ineligible for DMCA safe 
harbor, it is vulnerable to be found liable for copyright 
infringement claims. Copyright holders may pursue 
secondary liabilities such as vicarious, contributory, or 
induced infringement.

Secondary liabilities are sought when the user who 
posted the infringing materials is not available or can-
not be found. To find a company vicariously liable, the 
copyright holder must prove (1) the defendant directly 
benefited financially from the infringing activity, (2) the 
defendant had the right and ability to supervise or con-
trol the infringing activity, and (3) the defendant failed to 
exercise that right and ability.12 To find a company con-
tributorily liable, the copyright holder must prove (1) the 
defendant knew or had reason to know of the infring-
ing activity and (2) the defendant intentionally induced 
or materially contributed to the user’s infringing behav-
ior.13 In Joint Stock Co. “Channel One Russia Worldwide” 
v. Russian TV Co., the Southern District of New York 
found that plaintiff  Joint Stock Co. satisfied the require-
ment that the defendant knew or had reason to know 
of infringing activity when it alleged Russian TV Co. 
provided unlicensed content at far lower prices to sub-
scribers than it provided authorized content.14 Finally, 
a defendant may be liable for inducement of copyright 
infringement if  it “distributes a device with the object of 
promoting its use to infringe copyright” and has taken 
affirmative steps to foster infringement.15 Courts evaluate 
four elements, called the Grokster III test, to determine 
whether inducement of copyright infringement applies: 
(1) distribution of a device or product (such as an inter-
net platform), (2) acts of infringement, (3) object pro-
moting use to infringe copyright, and (4) causation.16

Individual liability is sought when copyright holders 
want to hold owners or employees of OSPs liable for 
the infringement. The Eleventh Circuit defines a liable 
individual as “a corporate officer who directs, controls, 
ratifies, [or] participates in … the infringing activity.”17 
In Babbit Elecs., Inc. v. Dynascan Corp., the Eleventh 
Circuit held the corporate officers jointly and personally 
liable for their participation in the corporation’s counter-
feiting activities. Holding liable owners or employees who 
permit infringement or directly infringe on the copyright 
themselves effectively removes the corporate veil that 
usually protects individuals from personal affiliation 
with their legal entities.

An OSP that is found liable for copyright infringement 
in any manner will be penalized.

Noncompliance for Online 
Service Providers
Potential for Retrospective Liability

Coming into compliance with all aspects of the DMCA 
is a step in the right direction for OSPs, but they should 
also be aware that they may face liability for any copy-
right issues that predate the period before compliance. In 
Collins v. Easynews, Inc., the Western District of Texas 
found that Easynews could not prove it had complied 
with the DMCA because, even though it had an agent 
when the case was tried, at the time of the alleged copy-
right infringement it had not designated an agent.18 Even 
after following the proper procedures to receive safe har-
bor, companies may still be held liable for infringements 
that occurred before the correction date.

Repercussions of Noncompliance for 
Online Service Providers

Out of all the DMCA copyright cases that federal 
courts have seen, almost none have received final court 
decisions and damages judgments—hence the unsettled 
state of case law. In some cases, injunctions have been 
imposed; other cases have been dismissed after inactivity, 
repeated appeals to higher courts or joint agreement of 
the parties to dismiss. However, a lack of final judgments 
by the courts does not mean that OSPs with infringing 
copyright materials have not been hit with hard penal-
ties. Many cases do not make it to final, adjudicated deci-
sion because the OSPs agree to settle rather than face 
judgment.

For example, after not being granted safe harbor and 
the court finding that Disney Enterprises may have had 
a viable claim for vicarious infringement, Hotfile settled 
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the claims out of court for $80 million. Additionally, 
Hotfile agreed to shut down its platform until it employed 
content filtering technology. The settlement reached in 
Columbia Pictures Industries, Inc. v. Fung left Fung paying 
$110 million in damages for failure to control infringing 
activity of which he had actual knowledge and liability 
for inducing copyright infringement. In BWP Media v. 
Hollywood Fan Sites, the parties settled for an unknown 
amount when HFS could not be protected from liability 
under the DMCA by its parent entity’s designated agent. 
The initial requested relief  was $150,000 in statutory 
damages.

The present state of the case law makes it hard to pre-
dict just how future cases will turn out, but the possibili-
ties should encourage strict compliance with the DMCA 
safe harbor provisions. For any given OSP, not just nota-
ble ones, a lack of compliance yields a loss of safe har-
bor, exposure to any copyright claim and the likelihood 
of court judgment that would presumably be worse than 
the cost of settlement out of court. Court judgments may 
also entail temporary or permanent injunctions on oper-
ation. In 2001, popular file-sharing platform Napster was 
forced to shut down its network and pay damages of $36 
million.

For Copyright Holders

If  you are a copyright holder, there is a chance that 
you may be able to recover damages for infringements 
occurring on platforms that have not complied with the 
DMCA safe harbor provisions. A noncomplying com-
pany may be sued under any copyright law. Free access 

to copyrighted music and video, including movies and 
television, is a pervasive issue in the digital age. The 
Recording Industry Association of  America reported a 
$12.5 billion annual loss as a result of  music theft.19 The 
loss of  revenue due to piracy in the television, film, and 
game development industries is similar. For example, 
the Directors Guild of  America reported a $25 billion 
annual cost of  global piracy to U.S. firms due to lost 
sales.20

If  your copyrighted material has been distributed 
online, there is recourse available. For infringement 
occurring on platforms of OSPs that have complied with 
the DMCA, the copyrighted materials can be removed 
and the OSP can more closely monitor repeat infringers 
or face penalties for failure to do so. For OSPs that have 
not complied with the DMCA, possibilities for compen-
sation are broad, whether through court judgments or 
through settlements.

One possibility courts have yet to consider is how to 
punish OSPs that evade liability by shutting down one 
platform just to erect another that allows the same type 
of infringing activity. However, it is likely that a court 
would find that copyright law is intended to reprimand 
this type of behavior, and it is possible that if  a copyright 
holder can prove infringement and lack of DMCA com-
pliance its claims may be viable.

We encourage service providers to review these DMCA 
safe harbor, designated agent, and notice and takedown 
provisions to ensure compliance and avoid liability. 
Likewise, we encourage copyright holders to investigate 
whether an OSP displaying copyrighted content is fully 
complying with the DMCA, in an effort to safeguard 
their copyrighted media.
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